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Learn how to use all the new Power BI ToolsIf you want to perform heavy duty analysis on

large data sets, as in well over 1,000,000 rows, this bundle is for you. These new features let

Excel crunch through data extremely efficiently.Even if you don't have massive data sets, you

can still use Power View and Power Map to create seriously impressive presentations.This is a

huge lesson, tipping the scales at 212 pages. Lots of great stuff in here!Note: Microsoft has

moved Power Map and Power View to Power BI desktop. Power BI desktop is free to download

from Microsoft. Power Map and Power View material still applies for these tools.This bundle

contains the following lessons:Mastering Excel: Power Query (Get data form external

sources)Mastering Excel: Power Pivot (Create a data model with tables and

relationships)Mastering Excel: Power View (Create a new type of Excel presentation)Mastering

Excel: Power Map (Show data in animated maps)
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reserved worldwide. No part of this publication may be replicated, redistributed, or given away

in any form without the prior written consent of the author/publisher or the terms relayed to you

herein.Follow Along WorkbooksIf you want to work along the exercises in this lesson (I strongly

recommend this), please go to my website and download the follow-along workbooks. My

website is:The follow along workbooks you will get in your email contain files for all the lessons

in this bundle. Each lesson has its own .zip file to help you manage all the files.A bit of

clarification on how to get the follow-along workbooks. You will input your name and email

address. You will receive a confirmation email. Once you confirm, you will receive a second

email with the follow-along workbook.Why do I do this?I can’t package an Excel file with an

eBook; Ebook Tops will not allow it. Also, the only thing I do with your email is send you the

workbook and periodically send you updates about new lessons that I am working

on.IntroductionWelcome to another Mastering Excel lesson. If you have completed previous

lessons, thanks for sticking around. If you are new, I hope you enjoy the lesson. The lessons

are easy going, relaxed, no-nonsense, and easy to understand. I try my best to explain

complex topics in a simple and entertaining way. My goal is that you will finish reading each

lesson and have immediately-applicable skills you can use at work or home.This lesson will

focus on an almost unknown feature that Microsoft packaged in Excel: Power Query. Power

Query is pretty awesome. It gives you several tools that you can use to audit and analyze your

workbooks. If you find yourself constantly trying to figure out how other peoples’ Excel files

work or what they changed or anything like that, this will be right up your alley. It’s the kind of

thing that once you see it, you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it.What is Power Query?

Microsoft is taking Excel in a new direction. Microsoft has included in Excel some very powerful

tools to help users analyze large volumes of data. This analysis is usually called Business

Intelligence (BI). Previously, processing and working with these large data sets was limited to

experienced technical professionals who used expensive software packages. Microsoft wants

to do away with that. They want to bring BI to the average user. They use the term ‘Self Service

Business Intelligence’ to indicate that users can now perform this analysis without calling in

their IT departments or external consultants.Microsoft’s toolset is called the Excel BI toolkit. It

has several different tools:Power Query - Used to import dataPowerPivot - Used to analyze

dataPower View - Used to create presentationsPower Map - Used to create geographical

presentationsThis lesson will start with Power Query. Later lessons will continue with the rest of

the Excel BI toolkit.Power QueryThis lesson will focus on how to use Power Query to connect

to external data sources and manipulate the data so you can use it in Excel. Once the data is

in Excel you can build dashboards from it, use it in a Pivot Table, or load it into the other Excel

BI tools to create some spectacular presentations.I want to mention one minor item that more

advanced Excel users might be confused about. What about MSQuery? MSQuery is a tool that

also comes with Excel. I have a lesson specifically on MS Query. MS Query connects to a data

source and returns the data into Excel. In that respect it functions identically as Power

Query.However, Power Query can do much more. Power Query can connect to multiple data

sources, join them together and put them into one spreadsheet. Power Query can also perform

joins, exclusions, and manipulate the data before it even gets to Excel.For example, suppose

you routinely connect to your sales database and extract the sales data for the current month.

With MS Query you will return the data and then work in Excel to split out the full name files



into First, Last, Middle. You also have to write several formulas to fix any errors or missing data.

You will repeat this process every month. Of course, the more data cleaning you have to do,

the more tedious the task is.Power Query can do all of this data cleaning and manipulation for

you. You can set up your data cleaning process so that it executes before the data gets loaded

into Excel.Power BIYou might hear the term Power BI as you learn about Excel BI Toolkit.

Power BI is part of SharePoint Online. With Power BI, you can share all the analysis you have

performed in Excel with users across your organization. Users can apply filters to the data so

they can see only what they need to see.Another BI related term you will come across is ETL.

ETL is an acronym for Extract, Transform and Load. This is the process of connecting to the

data (Extract), shape the data into a more functional form (Transform). It can then be loaded

into Excel or another presentation tool like Power View or Power Map (Load).Data

DestinationThere are two places into which you can load the Power Query data: Excel or the

Excel Data Model. If you load the data into Excel, it will appear as a data table that can be

refreshed (it will re-connect to the source and retrieve new data). If the rows do not fit into an

Excel worksheet, then you load it into the Data Model and you can use Power Pivot on the

data. Power Pivot will be covered in the next lesson.Installing Power QueryExcel 2016Power

Query comes installed in this version of Excel. Power Query can be found in the Data tab, in

the Get & Transform section.Previous Versions of ExcelUnfortunately, not all previous versions

of Excel can run Power Query. You must have one of the following versions:Microsoft Office

2010 Professional Plus with Software AssuranceMicrosoft Office 2013 Professional Plus - All

features are supportedMicrosoft Office 365 ProPlus - All features are supportedMicrosoft Excel

2013 Standalone version - All features are supportedAll other Office 2013 versions will have

most of the Power Query features available. Some data connections will not be supported. I will

not be using these connections in this lesson.Internet Explorer - Your PC must have Internet

Explorer 9 or later to use Power Query.You can download Power Query directly from Microsoft

at:Note that when you expand the Details section, you must download the correct version for

your PC. If you have a 64-bit machine, you need to download the 64-bit version of Power

Query. A 32-bit computer needs the 32-bit Power Query version.To install Power

Query:Download the appropriate msi file.Close Excel.Double click the downloaded file to open

it.Follow the prompts.After installing Power Query, you will see a new tab in Excel.There is a lot

of new stuff that I am going to cover. Power Query has a lot of functionality. It’s not difficult to

understand, there’s just a lot of it. This is the Power Query ribbon:I am going to start at the first

group, Get External Data.Connecting to Data SourcesBefore you do anything in Power Query,

you need to connect to the data source.Power Query can connect to many different types of

data sources. I will not cover them all, but I will show you what’s available. You can then poke

around and see what is applicable to your IT environment.From WebWhen you click on this

button, a pop up window will appear and you can type in the URL from which to retrieve

data.From FileYou have many options available when connecting to file data sources. Most are

self-explanatory. You will be working with these connections in this lesson.From DatabaseIn

corporate environments, most of the data is stored in some type of central database. These are

the ones to which you can connect. Note that you will need to have a database login and

password to access the data.Sometimes, IT people get very protective of their databases and

won’t grant you access. If you run into that, one trick that I have used is to say you need Read

Only access. This tends to calm the IT folk down quite a bit. Read Only access means you

can’t mess anything up.From AzureMicrosoft Azure is a SaaS (Software as a Service)

database technology. This means that you can buy the software on an as-needed basis. For

example, instead of buying and installing SQL Server on a server in your company, you could



set up the database on Azure and then pay every month based on how much you used

it.Microsoft also has an Azure Marketplace where you can buy access to datasets. There are

datasets related to demographics, employment statistics, and weather patterns. It is pretty cool

and much of the data you can access for free (up to a certain record count).From Other

SourcesThese are all the other data sources that Power Query can access. Look towards the

middle of the list. Did you see that? You can connect and retrieve data from Facebook!Hands-

On TimeYou will connect to a webpage from my website and see Power Query retrieve data

from the web.Open Excel.Click on the Power Query tab.Click on From Web.This window will

appear:Type in this URL in the URL box: http://markmoorebooks.com/powerquery-capitals/

Click OK.While Power Query connects, you will see this box:Now things start to get

interesting...After Power Query connects, you will see the Navigator window.The left side of the

Navigator window displays all the tables that are available on the web page. That particular

web page on my site only has one table.Click on Table 0.Now you can get a preview of some of

the data from the webpage on the right side of the Navigator. The preview pane will not load all

the data, just a few records.Bear in mind that no data has been loaded into Excel, you can

peek at the data in the Navigator. This is a neat feature that you can use for data exploration.

There’s no need to download hundreds, or thousands of records into Excel only to find out you

were in the wrong table in the first place.You can also refresh the query by clicking the small

page button at the top right of the Navigator window. This is great if you connect to a table that

changes frequently, like currency exchange rate data or stock prices.Click on the Load

button.Excel will connect to the web page and load the data.NOTE: This is not a download of

the data in the webpage; this is a live connection to the webpage.You can refresh the data in

several ways:Right-click on a cell in the table. Select Refresh.Select a cell in the table. Go to

the Query tab, click on Refresh.This is the simplest method to load data into Excel with Power

Query. You just connected to a data source and pulled in the raw data. Of course, sometimes

this isn’t enough. Even in this simple example, there is a minor error. Notice how your column

headers are treated as data rows and not header rows. To fix that, you have to shape the

data.Workbook QueriesPower Query remembers how it previously loaded data. Each load is

stored in a query package. You can see the query package on the right pane.Try this.Right-

click on Table 0 in the Workbook Queries pane.You can now see the columns in the query, the

last time it was refreshed (Yes, I’m working late on this for you. Don’t judge.) and the URL data

source. This is an easy way to see how recent your data is.Query EditorOk, so you connected

to a website, and you see that you can connect to text files, databases, etc. You might be

thinking, “Big deal, I can copy/paste or do what I usually do to get data into Excel. So what?”

Well, let’s explore the Query Editor. The Query Editor is THE Big Deal.Let’s work with a CSV

(comma-separated) file to see the Editor in action.CSV FilesClick on the Power Query

ribbon.Click on From File.Click on From CSV.Navigate to the folder where you downloaded the

follow-along files and select StatesAndCapitals.csv.Click OK.Whoa, this is a completely new

interface. Welcome to the Query Editor! There is a TON of functionality here. A lot of the

features are self-explanatory. For those easy ones, I will just point them out and state what they

do (i.e. Sort Ascending). The other complex features I will have hands-on time to help you

understand how to use them.Queries: A workbook can have multiple queries in it. If you click

on the vertically-aligned Queries keyword along the left side, you can switch between

queries.Autofilter: Autofilters (the small arrows in each column) have been automatically

applied. You can click the buttons to filter the data.There’s a small button to the left of Column1

and above row 1; if you click this button you will see many of the same options that appear in

the ribbon. This is just another way to use the same features.Column Order: If you don’t like the



column order, you can click the column header and drag the column to where you want

it.Renaming Columns: You don’t have to keep the same column names as the source data.

Right-click the column and select Rename to rename the column.Query SettingsOver on the

right, you’ll see the Query Settings window. Here you can rename the query. Right now it is

called StatesAndCapitals.The Applied Steps pane will record any changes you make to the

data. This is how Power Query remembers what you did and reapplies all the steps when you

click Refresh. You can also reorder your steps; step back in time to an earlier step. You will

learn how to use this feature in a later section.You should be in the Home tab of the Query

Editor. Let’s review the buttons in the ribbon.Close GroupThis group has one button, Close &

Load. Clicking this button closes the Query Editor and returns data to the spreadsheet.If you

click on the small back arrow, you will get additional options letting you load the query result to

a different worksheet. By default, the data will be loaded into the currently active

worksheet.Query GroupRefresh Preview - Refreshes the data.Properties - Opens a new

window where you can rename the query, add a description or set the query for Fast Data

Load (this might make Excel unresponsive though).Advanced Editor - This is where you can

manually change the code that Power Query generates as you use it. It’s like recording a

macro except that Power Query uses a new programming language called M. We aren’t going

to go into that in this lesson.Manage Columns GroupChoose Columns: Opens a new window

where you can choose which columns to return to Excel.Remove Columns: Removes the

currently selected column from the query.Hands-On Time: Let’s do a quick exercise before you

get too bored reading all the button functions. You should have the Query Editor open with the

StatesAndCapitals data in it.Click on Column2 to select it. It should be highlighted to indicate it

is selected.Click on Remove Columns.Column2 is now gone. Ohh wait! That was a mistake.

You really do need column 2. What to do?!? Don’t freak out.Everything you do in Power Query

is recorded. Take a look at the Query settings window. You can see your steps in the Applied

Steps pane.Undo the column deletion by clicking the small x next to Removed

Columns.Column2 now appears in the query. You can also think of the Applied Steps as a

multiple undo feature. If you have some really dirty data and you have to add calculations, split

columns, etc., you can play around with the required steps, see the results in Power Query and

remove them if they are incorrect. At the end of the process, you can get the cleanest-possible

data set into Excel.Reduce Rows GroupKeep RowsKeep Top Rows - Keep the top x number of

rows in the dataset.Keep Bottom Rows - Keep the bottom x number of rows in the

dataset.Keep Range of Rows - Keep a specific number of rows from the data set. You set the

starting and ending rows.Remove RowsRemove Top Rows - Remove the top x number of rows

from the dataset.Remove Bottom Rows - Remove the bottom x number of rows from the

dataset.Remove Alternate Rows - Remove a specified number of rows from the dataset based

on a pattern you specify.Removing alternate rows is a good way to perform systematic

sampling on a dataset. In other words, when you need to use a sample of the data and you

want to keep every nth record, you can use Removing Alternate Rows.Remove Blank Rows -

Removes blank rowsRemove Duplicates - This will remove rows that are duplicates. Note that

duplicate means every field is identical. Spaces count!Remove Errors - You can add calculated

columns in Power Query. If some of these calculations result in an error you can choose to

remove them.SortSort the data ascending or descending based on the column

selected.TransformHere is where Power Query starts to shows its power (get it? Power Query,

shows its power? Gimme a break, Excel is hard to make funny). You can start to shape the

data in Power Query. This is the T in ETL (Extract Transform Load). Without Power Query, you

would need to add extra columns in Excel and add the formulas there.Let’s use a different



source file that we can do some transformations on. You are going to use an Excel file as a

data source. This file is pretty messed up and you are going to clean it up in Power

Query.Close the Power Query window (use the x at the right of the window and discard your

changes).In the Power Query window, select File, From Excel.Navigate to the folder where you

downloaded all the follow-along files. Select SalesData.xlsx.After Power Query connects to

SalesData.xlsx you will see the Navigator window.Select Table1. A preview of the table will

appear in the right hand pane.Why select Table1 vs. Sheet1? You always want to select the

smallest data set possible. If all your data is in a table (it is in this workbook), then why load the

entire spreadsheet? Moreover, if there are additional columns with comments, random

formulas, etc., you will have to perform extra steps to clean that data.
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